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Top 25 Countries to retire in 3
Did you know?

• Our global population is getting older. By 
2050, the OECD predicts that 30% of 
people worldwide will be aged 65 or over.

• While some countries are relatively 
prepared to handle this increase in the 
elderly demographic, others are already 
feeling the squeeze and struggling with the 
challenges that come with a rapidly aging 
population.

• When people consider what makes a place 
an ideal retirement location, it’s natural to 
think about white sand beaches, hot 
climates, and endless sunny days. And, in 
truth, the right net worth opens up a world 
of opportunity of where to enjoy one’s 
golden years.

• The Global Retirement Index (GRI) 
examines retirement from different, more 
quantitative perspective. The index 
considers 18 factors, which are grouped 
into four overarching categories:
❖ Health
❖ Quality of Life
❖ Material Wellbeing
❖ Finances in Retirement
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Best and worst pension plans by country 2021 4
Did you know?

• Each year, millions of people around the world leave 
the workforce to retire.

• But as the global population grows older, and the 
COVID-19 pandemic accelerates the already rising 
number of retirees, there is still a large degree of 
variance in the quality of public pension plans around 
the world.

• Which countries have invested in robust public 
pension programs, and which lag behind?

• This graphic, using 2021 data from Mercer CFA 
Institute Global Pension Index, compares retirement 
income systems worldwide.

• Because a country’s pension system is unique to its 
particular economic and historical context, it’s 
difficult to draw direct comparisons. However, there 
are certain elements that pension experts see as 
universally positive, and that lead to better financial 
support for older citizens.

• As with previous rankings, Mercer and the CFA 
Institute organized these universal elements into 
three sub-indexes:
❖ Adequacy
❖ Sustainability
❖ Integrity
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Gender gap in pensions in selected OECD countries 5
Did you know?

Gender pension gap, meaning the difference between the average 
female pension versus male pension
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Automotive Supply Chains Are on a Long Road to Recovery
• There are signs of recovery in the embattled automotive supply chain, but true relief is still a few years away.
• Carmakers were among the hardest hit by disruptions in supplies of key raw materials and components over the 

last three years, even if the crisis was in part a result of their own actions.
• Or inactions, to be more precise, in the form of cancelled orders for microprocessors in response to a slump in auto 

sales in the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic. When demand for product began unexpectedly to surge later 
in the year, it was too late to call back those orders. Makers of video games and other types of consumer 
electronics had already snapped up the capacity left on the table by auto manufacturers, and it would be some 
time before they would get it back.

• The result was a severe shortage of both new and used cars in the marketplace. In response to the dearth of chips, 
automakers were forced to cut production of new vehicles by an estimated 10.5 million units in 2021, and another 
3.6 million in 2022.

• Despite a generally pessimistic outlook for the auto industry extending well into 2023, there are some signs of 
“stabilization” across multiple commodity groups in the industry’s supply chain, says Richard Barnett, chief 
marketing officer with Supplyframe. He sees slight improvements in supplies of both passive and active microchips, 
as well as power control systems and other major analog components.

Southeastern Grocers Said to Be Looking for a Buyer
• Southeastern Grocers has entered talks with prospective buyers, according to a Nov. 17 report in The Wall Street 

Journal citing “people familiar with the matter.” The move comes roughly a year after the company scuttled its 
initial public offering. 

• The grocer filed to go public in 2020, and then decided against pursuing the offering last year. In 2018, the company 
filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy, from which it emerged in May of that year. 

• Fla.-based Southeastern Grocers is one of the largest conventional supermarket companies in the United States, 
with about 420 grocery stores, approximately 140 liquor stores and more than 200 in-store pharmacies serving 
communities throughout Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana and Mississippi
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Retail Update 7

Shoppers Spend Less, Leaving Companies That Deliver Goods Empty for the Holidays
• Companies that move and deliver goods are getting an early warning November 18 about a potential one-two 

punch that could hit hard this holiday season.
• A deluge of retailer earnings reflected shoppers paring back spending as inflation soars and recession fear mounts. 

Meanwhile, consumer surveys by Citigroup Inc. and Goldman Sachs suggested that people increasingly want to 
spend their money in stores, which is bad news for parcel and last-mile delivery companies that benefitted from 
the online-shopping boom in the wake of the COVID pandemic.

40% of consumers willing to pay extra for climate-conscious products this holiday
• As retailers prepare for Black Friday and Cyber Monday, Shopify’s international survey of more than 24,000 

consumers and over 9,000 small and medium sized businesses found that 57% of shoppers will spend the same 
amount or more during this year’s Black Friday and Cyber Monday than in 2021. Meanwhile, their data indicates ¾ 
of brands and retailers are offering better deals during the Black Friday and Cyber Monday shopping holidays.

• 40% of shoppers are open to paying extra for eco-conscious products during the holiday shopping season. 43% are 
more willing to buy from brands with sustainability practices like carbon-neutral shipping or low-waste operations.

• 63% would recommend a product if they think it isn’t very harmful to the planet. The same share said they are 
researching more to find brands that are fulfilling their climate ambitions, prioritizing items with eco-friendly 
packaging and purchasing goods from local businesses to lessen the environmental impact, the survey found.

H&M closes one in five UK stores to cut costs
• H&M has shuttered one in five of its stores across the UK as it seeks ways to cut costs.
• The fashion retailer has closed 56 stores since its peak in the months before the pandemic struck. 
• This leaves H&M with 192 outlets in the UK, as many town centres struggle to attract footfall.
• Retailers have cut shop numbers to shift investment to their online businesses. Rising costs, including wages and 

business rates, have also made physical store locations less appealing.
• H&M said last week it will revamp its store on London’s Regent Street, with both clothing rental and a beauty bar.
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Retail Update 8

Apple: Trapped In China
• The company is trapped in China needing to keep the Communist government happy in order to maintain $75 

billion in annual sales.
• As Apple faces major supply disruptions for the iPhone 14 Pro during the holidays, the tech giant has run into 

troubling problems in China. The company can't simply move production to another location or country due to the 
massive scale, not to mention the Communist government could retaliate on the sales within China. 

• The ongoing China zero-Covid policy has caused a major disruption with crucial iPhone 14 Pro production. The 
Zhengzhou facility in China saw a flood of employees leave to avoid more Covid lockdowns leaving Foxconn short an 
estimated 100K employees to fully staff the facility. Now, the plant doesn't even have the space to hire new 
employees and return to full production with 300K employees.

• On November 6 Apple warned of struggles to meet demand due to lower iPhone 14 Pro shipments due to issues at 
the facility that have now lasted several weeks.

• iPhone 14 Pro and Pro Max wait times on Apple.com have now reached nearly 6 weeks. Anyone ordering here 
before Thanksgiving can't even obtain the smartphone prior to Christmas. The timeline will quickly tip into January 
considering most holiday shoppers probably haven't even tried to order an iPhone yet.

• The bigger problem is Apple obtains c$75 billion worth of sales from Greater China, or 19% of all sales in FY22. The 
Communist country is only slightly behind the $95 billion worth of sales in Europe in level of importance for Apple.

• Apple walks a tightrope moving production out of the country once full speed ahead on gaining business from the 
West. If the company pushes too much production capacity out of China, the country might work towards blocking 
Apple products in the country. Most tech companies have limited business in China leaving Apple as an outlier.

• Even knowing most of the iPhone sales will just be delayed into a future quarter, the market normally doesn't 
handle this scenario very well. iPhone production and sales are the most crucial part of Apple's business, and the 
market will face a lot of doubts about actual consumer demand.

• Not only are China Covid policies impacting production, but the tech giant is trapped leaving a substantial amount 
of production in the Communist country in order to maintain strong relations to protect the large revenue base 
inside the country.
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Past the parcel: Is this the end of free returns?
• After decades of free returns, the tide is turning with major retailers Boohoo and Zara charging for refunds. Will other 

retailers follow suit? Free returns might be coming to an end as some of the world’s biggest fashion brands have 
introduced fees to send back parcels.

• Both Boohoo and Zara have scrapped free online returns in recent months and H&M is considering joining the pair.
• These brands are not alone. According to research by parcelLab, a quarter of 200 leading online retailers are now 

charging shoppers to return items in the UK, an increase of 14% year-on-year.
• It’s unsurprising why some retailers have made this move. According to returns specialist ReBound, one in three 

fashion items bought online are sent back. This is around double the rate of shop-bought goods.
• DHL Supply Chain SVP of global ecommerce Nabil Malouli says £653 billion worth of products were returned in 2021, 

which is very costly for retailers.
• Meanwhile, returns are on the rise. Asos flagged last month that from May onwards its returns rates had increased to 

above pre-Covid levels. Boohoo also said earlier this year that its returns were “up significantly” year on year, ahead 
of pre-pandemic levels.

• The increased returns rates, combined with elevated fulfilment costs, has hit the bottom line for both retailers.
• Meanwhile, three quarters of shoppers said they would buy more over time if free returns are offered.
• Deloitte retail director Marie Hamblin says there is a real potential for a returns fee to hit trading.
• “Passing on the full or partial cost of a return to the customer isn’t necessarily right for every retailer,” she says.
• “Some will decide it is not for them given the potential impact on sales. Offering free delivery or returns is often a 

driver of sales and some retailers might expect to see reduced sales volumes by removing this.”
• Bloomberg Intelligence senior retail analyst Tatiana Lisitsina points out that the introduction of return fees seem to 

have had little impact on Zara and Boohoo.
• DHL’s Malouli argues that retailers like Zara and Boohoo have a loyal customer base so are less likely to see a backlash 

from introducing a returns charge.
• With the early signs looking positive from Zara and Boohoo, will other retailers follow suit and introduce a charge for 

online returns?
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Gap in big profit surge; takes $53 million charge related to Yeezy line
• Gap returned to profitability in its third quarter even as it dealt with inflationary pressures, excess inventory and 

fallout related to the termination of its contract with Kanye West (“Ye”). The retailer removed all Yeezy products 
from its stores in late October.

• Similar to many other retailers, Gap gave a cautious outlook for the holiday season, saying it anticipates its overall 
net sales could be down mid-single digits year-over-year in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2022.

Amazon to cut more jobs in 2023
Amazon is not done with efforts to reduce its headcount. The e-tail giant, which recently confirmed it will consolidate 
some positions in its devices and services organization (responsible for product lines such as Amazon Echo and Kindle 
devices) and has also offered voluntary reductions for some employees in its people, experience, and technology (PXT) 
organization, will lay off more employees in early 2023.

Retailers continue to push for passage of credit card competition act
• The retail community is again urging federal lawmakers to take positive action on the Credit Card Competition Act.
• "Support for swipe fee competition is quickly building and this letter from a broad cross section of merchants is 

proof," said Doug Kantor, Merchants Payments Coalition (MPC) Executive Committee member and NACS general 
counsel.

• "Signers range from gas stations and grocery stores to Main Street retailers and local restaurants. Swipe fees impact 
every segment of the merchant community and every consumer whether they pay by credit card or not. Wall Street 
banks and global card networks that dominate the industry by unfairly blocking competition have profited on the 
backs of small businesses and American families for far too long," Kantor added.

• A separate letter sent by 236 state and national trade associations representing merchants emphasized the impact 
of swipe fees on small businesses.

• Credit and debit card swipe fees have more than doubled over the past decade, increasing 25 percent in 2021 to a 
record $137.8 billion.
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Walmart’s inventory glut recedes
• Walmart trimmed about one-third of its excess U.S. inventory from Q2 to Q3 as the retail giant takes a more careful 

approach to order activity, executives said on the company’s quarterly earnings call Tuesday.
• Walmart U.S. saw a 12.4% year over year increase in inventory, about 70% of which was tied to inflation. That’s an 

improvement from the 25.6% growth in inventory Walmart U.S. had in Q2, 40% of which was tied to inflation.
• John Furner, president and CEO of Walmart U.S., said there is still $1 billion of excess inventory in its possession. 

“We said at the beginning of Q1, we needed a couple of quarters to work through the inventory, and we continue 
to do that.”

• Walmart has had too much inventory relative to demand in some general merchandise categories this year, a 
reversal of the past two years of scrambling to bring in more products — even by chartered ship. Inflation-weary 
consumers have been pulling back on discretionary spending this year, leading to slower sales in categories like 
electronics, home and apparel.

• The retailer has attacked this glut throughout the year as the majority of extra inventory made its way from the 
company’s supply chain in Q1 to store shelves in Q3. It has already canceled billions of dollars in orders, increased 
its markdown levels and made targeted category reductions. Other retailers have taken similar measures.

Teamsters ratify national contract at Kroger
Teamsters at Kroger have voted by an overwhelming 88 percent to ratify a new national contract. The five-year master 
agreement covers over 1,500 Kroger workers nationwide and provides significant improvements to wages, benefits, 
and working conditions.

UK: Theft is on the rise in UK stores as cost-of-living crisis grows
The bright yellow security labels and products boxed up in hard-to-conceal packaging on Britain's supermarket shelves 
have a story to tell. Theft is on the rise along with the soaring cost of living. Incidents of shoplifting in the UK increased 
18% in the 12 months through June as the highest inflation in more than four decades has pushed up prices on items 
ranging from bread to pasta, making it more difficult for consumers to afford basics.
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The Dow Jones Transportation Average has lost 2.6% 
• The DJ average has lost this week beginning November 14, with Matson Inc. and Old Dominion Freight Line Inc. 

leading declines. The gauge is on pace for the worst week in two months.
• The decline is understandable. A slew of retailers warned about diminishing demand during the week of 

November 14, including Target Corp., Kohl’s Corp. and Williams-Sonoma Inc. And strong third-quarter earnings 
from Walmart Inc. came down to its ability to lure shoppers with discounts amid surging inflation.

• Overall, the outlook for the holiday shopping season is darker than usual — bad news both for retailers and 
transportation companies further down the supply chain.

• That will likely lead to a “season of                                                                                        
muted volumes for transports in the                                                                                          
upcoming holiday season and into the                                                                                         
start of 2023,” Susquehanna Investment                                                                                       
Group analyst Bascome Majors wrote in                                                                                        
a note November 17. Walmart, Target,                                                                                         
Home Depot and Lowe’s are among the                                                                                          
highest-volume, publicly traded                                                                                                 
importers of containerized goods in the                                                                                      
U.S., he wrote.

• An additional risk for truckers and other                                                                                    
transportation stocks is consumers’                                                                                          
increasing preference to do their                                                                                            
shopping in stores, as Goldman and Citi                                                                                      
found, which cuts into online purchases.                                                                                     
For companies such as FedEx Corp., United Parcel Service Inc., XPO Logistics Inc. and Ryder System Inc., that can 
translate into weaker volumes.
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Without a Minute to Spare: Time-Sensitive Deliveries Just Got Faster
• Challenge: An international building solutions provider needed a better way to deliver concrete to building sites. 

Avoiding delays and interruptions was essential as concrete is highly perishable with a shelf life of just 90 minutes.
• Solution: To keep up with tight time frames, the company created an app using location-powered solutions from 

HERE Technologies, including HERE Routing and location data. The app helps customers place and track their 
concrete orders over 30,000 sites across NA. Truck drivers can easily access the app on their in-cab tablets.

• Results: With the location-powered app, the company has seen three times more orders through online channels. 
Drivers can easily navigate road restrictions and congestion, saving fuel and delivering concrete up to five minutes 
faster.

Potential for rail shutdown rises as largest union rejects labor deal
• The largest rail union in the U.S. rejected its labor contract Monday, setting the stage for a potential shutdown of the 

nation’s freight rail system in as soon as two weeks.
• Rank-and-file members of SMART-TD rejected the agreement, with 50.87% of conductors represented by the contract 

voting it down. The rejection comes the same day the country’s second largest union, the Brotherhood of Locomotive 
Engineers and Trainmen, announced its members approved their contract.

• “SMART-TD members with their votes have spoken, it’s now back to the bargaining table for our operating craft 
members,” SMART-TD President Jeremy Ferguson said in a statement. “This can all be settled through negotiations 
and without a strike. A settlement would be in the best interests of the workers, the railroads, shippers and the 
American people.”

• SMART-TD, which represents more than 28,000 workers, is the fourth to reject the contract brokered by the Biden 
administration, as workers push for the inclusion of guaranteed sick leave. Workers say they are subject to 
unpredictable schedules and punishing attendance policies that discourage them from taking time off in the face of an 
unexpected illness.

• Railroads warn that they will begin to reduce service even before the agreement deadline to prevent potentially 
hazardous freight from being abandoned.
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Delicate Supply Chains Adjust to Semiconductor Industry's Relocation
• As the world has become digitized, semiconductor manufacturing has grown into one of the most critical industries 

of our time. It is not just an industry that sells microchips as a commodity, but a delicate manufacturing operation 
consisting of one of the world’s sophisticated supply chains.

• Since the Covid-19 pandemic started, chip shortages have been a common phenomenon. In fact, Deloitte 
Consultancy estimated that semiconductor shortages drove revenue misses of more than $500 billion worldwide in 
2020 and 2021, with lost auto sales of more than $210 billion in 2021 alone.

• In October, the U.S. issued new sanctions targeting the Chinese semiconductor sector, specifically manufacturing of 
advanced grade microchips. The new rules prohibits US nationals from supporting the development and production 
of microchips at China-based advanced semiconductor fabs without a license.

• With advanced microchip fabs depending heavily on American and Chinese engineers with American Green cards, 
another disruption could be in the offing, at least in the short-term. While the US traditionally leads in research, 
design and development of microchips, most fabrication happens in Southeast Asia, specifically China, Taiwan and 
South Korea. These disruptions bring the resilience and reliability of semiconductor supply chain into question.

• In addition, as Western governments enact policies to support local chip production, the semiconductor value chain 
is also expected to shorten. For example, big players in the sector such as Intel, Samsung and TSMC have all 
announced plans to transfer their production from Asia to Europe and the US. Consequently, their suppliers will 
likely set-up nearby, requiring creation of new logistical capacity. Several analysts are already predicting a surge in 
warehousing services near semiconductor facilities with several options to enhance supply chain resilience for 
semiconductor companies.

• One of them is digitization to improve flow of information across a company’s supply chain. Encouragingly, most 
companies are in an overdrive to digitize their supply chains. One of the key lessons of the recent disruptions is on 
integration of data from multiple systems across geographies and external partners.

• In line with this, some companies are now establishing dedicated data control towers to monitor and manage their 
integrated and digitized supply chains. Essentially, these control towers are meant to achieve clear view of the end-
to-end supply chain, allowing companies to detect shortages and delays.
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Belarus-bound rail freight service starts in Xiamen                   (and thanks to Bob Mackin)

• The first China-Europe Railway Express train between Xiamen in East China's Fujian Province and Belarus started on 
Sunday, according to media reports, as the two countries have agreed to ramp up economic cooperation and trade 
exchange on the basis of friendship and mutual benefit.

• The train, departing from Xiamen on Sunday to head for Minsk, the capital of Belarus, was the first China-Europe 
Railway Express train linking Xiamen city and Belarus, according to a report by Chinese state broadcaster CCTV.

• The train will travel through the Alataw Pass and arrive in Minsk after an expected 16-day trip or 10,540 kilometers. 
• Previously, shipments from Xiamen to Belarus went by sea and then road, which took a long time. The railway 

reduces the travel time by about 25 days. 
• According to the Xiamen Daily, the China-Europe Railway Express train that headed for Minsk on Sunday carried 50 

containers of office goods, leisure shoes, kitchenware and other items with a total value of more than $3 million.
• In the future, trains might bring agricultural products from Minsk back to China, according to media reports. 

GrubMarket has completed the acquisition of FSS
GrubMarket announced that it has completed the acquisition of Naperville, Illinois-based Fresh Software Solutions 
("FSS"), a proven and respected enterprise software provider that specializes in building solutions for fresh produce 
distributors, wholesalers, re-packers and food service suppliers across North America.

XPO offers furloughs to drivers, dockworkers during holidays
• XPO Logistics is offering voluntary furloughs to drivers and dockworkers at some of the carrier’s terminals around 

the country during the holidays, the company confirmed to Transport Dive Wednesday.
• “As we’ve done in the past, some of our terminals are doing local voluntary furloughs to right-size their teams over 

the holidays,” an XPO spokesperson said in an emailed statement.
• While the furloughs being offered are based on softening volumes at the terminals, XPO did not disclose which 

locations would be affected or how many furloughs the company is seeking. It projected tonnage would increase YoY 
in Q4, and it expects any employee who takes a furlough to be brought back by the end of January.
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FedEx Freight enacts furloughs as it faces volume decline
• FedEx Freight confirmed Saturday it is enacting furloughs in some U.S. markets.
• The move is due “to current business conditions impacting volumes,” the LTL said in an emailed statement. “The 

company will continue to evaluate the environment and bring back furloughed employees as business 
circumstances allow.”

• FedEx Freight employed approximately 47,000 people as of May 31. The company said furloughed employees will 
maintain health benefits, and the company also said it would provide other financial incentives for them but didn’t 
provide specifics. 

• The LTL said it expects “many employees will volunteer to participate in the program.” It will also offer permanent 
transfer opportunities for eligible employees to other markets with hiring needs.

CH Robinson confirms layoffs as costs rise
• Approximately 650 workers have been notified of layoffs as part of a move to control costs at C.H. Robinson, a 

company spokesperson said in an email.
• C.H. Robinson is preparing to lay off some workers as the company looks to control costs.
• The Eden Prairie, Minnesota-based firm is still “in the process of having those conversations with our impacted 

colleagues,” Maria Lettman, a spokesperson for the firm, told Transport Dive in an email. The company declined to 
disclose the number of job cuts nor what positions would be eliminated.

Canada vaults to second spot ahead of the U.S. in global EV battery-supply chain ranking
• Research firm BloombergNEF pushed Canada’s position in its annual global ranking of battery-producing countries 

ahead of everyone else but China.
• The survey ranks 30 countries with a significant presence in the industry, be it in the mining of raw materials to the 

production of batteries and their component parts.
• The first version in 2020 ranked Canada fourth, and in 2021 fifth, after mining outputs fell and regulatory hurdles 

mounted.
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JB Hunt, Schneider expect little equipment market relief in 2023
• Schneider National and J.B. Hunt’s expect difficulty replacing aging vehicles to continue into 2023, executives said 

during last week’s Stephens Annual Investment Conference. 
• Mark Rourke, president and CEO at Schneider, said while his company may get some of the new equipment it needs 

next year, OEMs also must fulfill orders from other trucking companies.
• Nick Hobbs, COO and president of contract services at J.B. Hunt, expects OEMs will ramp up production in 2023, 

despite ongoing supply chain issues. 

Macy’s establishes mini distribution centers at 35 stores
• Macy’s is using space within 35 of its stores to function as mini distribution centers as the retailer positions its e-

commerce network to handle an expected influx of shipments ahead of the holidays.
• Around 1 million square feet of store space has been converted to be used for fulfillment services, CFO Adrian 

Mitchell said on an earnings call last Thursday. The move gives Macy’s distribution network a presence closer to 
customers, allowing the retailer to better service demand.

• The mini distribution centers are semi-automated and expected to save shipping costs, speed deliveries and reduce 
the need for split shipments. “They are relatively low-cost complements to our existing fulfillment network,” said 
Mitchell.

• Chief SCO Dennis Mullahy told Supply Chain Dive last month that leveraging stores for distribution gives Macy’s 
breathing room during peak season and will “make more capacity and space available for fulfillment upstream.”

• The retailer has maintained strict inventory discipline, and it is now able to buy even more if demand calls for it.
• Macy’s has invested heavily in automation and data analytics as part of its supply chain transformation plan 

announced in early 2020. The plan, dubbed Polaris, involves a laser-like focus on monitoring consumer demand to 
inform decisions around procurement and operations.

• “We’re planning to get into the next year in a clean inventory position because the pack away is just not a favorable 
thing for us as a fashion retailer,” said Mitchell.

• Macy’s reported Q3 inventory levels were 12% lower than 2019, though 4% higher than last year.
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Mounting signs of economic slowdown affecting the global logistics market
• According to the IMF, the global economy continues to face steep challenges. The anticipated 2023 slowdown will 

affect many economies, with countries accounting for one-third of the global economy poised to contract in 2023. 
• The global logistics sector will not evade the downturn. 
• According to Bloomberg Intelligence’s 2023 outlook for North American truck and rail companies, boom times are 

coming to an end as cooling economic activity and demand are expected to dent growth in 2023. 
• According to accountancy firm BDO this week, mergers and acquisitions in the UK logistics sector have declined for 

the third successive quarter amid fragile market conditions.  
• FedEx Freight confirmed last week that it is bringing in furloughs in some US markets. The move is due to ‘current 

business conditions impacting volumes.’ 
• Parent company FedEx has been cutting costs in anticipation of reduced demand for the next several quarters. FedEx 

reported that US deliveries were 10% down in the 3 months from June to August 2022 compared with a year earlier. 
• Amazon is cutting around 10,000 jobs, mostly from its devices business, but also in its retail division. Amazon has 

recently scaled back its logistics operations in recent months, delaying or closing more than 60 warehouses. This 
may have a knock-on effect on Amazon Freight, a third-party logistics operation that in the UK and Europe runs a 
network of 6,500 trailers and 13,000 carrier partners. 

• Shipping container platform Container xChange reported this week that recession and excess inventory has seen 
shipping prices fall and ports are now clogged with empty containers. The company blamed a decline in 
consumption at a time when retailers have an excess of inventory. Container freight volumes at the largest US ports 
were down 3.8% in September 2022 compared to the same month in 2021. The total volume of loaded containers 
handled by nine major ports amounted to 2.67m TEUs in September 2022, down from 2.77m in September 2021 
and 2.85m in September 2020. 

• Global air freight traffic fell 10.6% year on year in September 2022, causing a corresponding reduction in freight 
rates. The September figures published by the International Air Transport Association (IATA) confirm that the 
slowdown in air freight activity is continuing. Global air freight volumes were down 10.6% on their September 2021 
total at 20.33bn tonne-kilometres overall and 10.6% down, too, in the purely international sector. 
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Major Chinese ports add over 100 new container shipping routes
• This year, China's major seaports are opening more than 100 new container shipping routes. The country's imports 

and exports may grow 6 percent in 2022 and some sources claim it is projected to hit a record high next year.
• Recently, a cargo vessel carrying 1,000 standard containers that departed from the port of Panjang, Indonesia 

docked at the Dalian port in Northeast China's Liaoning Province, marking the opening of the fourth route 
between Dalian and Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) countries.

• With annual shipping volume of above 500,000 tons, the shipping link will help boost exports of chemical and 
machinery products in Northeast China and imports of minerals and tropical fruits.

Maputo cold store will open new avenues for 2023 South African citrus exports
• At the Matola Cargo Terminal in Mozambique, The Logistics Group and FPT have started construction of the 

Maputo Cold Store and a fruit consolidation hub.
• It is planned to be ready in time for next year’s citrus season. Currently fruit can only be loaded at ambient 

temperature from the port of Maputo.
• “Initially Matola Cargo Terminal FPT will have chilled (non-cold treatment) 1,500 pallet slots from end of April 

2023,” says Anton Potgieter, CEO of The Logistics Group. “If requirements and interest from the industry grows, we 
will further invest by racking the facility to 4,500 pallets.”

• The Logistics Group will invest R120 million (6.68 million euros) to rebuild their subsidiary Matola Cargo Terminal 
(MCT) after a devastating fire in February this year.

Long Beach offers free charges to EVs to get to zero emissions
• Heavy-duty electric trucks servicing San Pedro Bay port terminals can now charge for free at the Port of Long 

Beach, which announced it has opened the first two public charging stations in the nation for the vehicles, 
reported the American Journal of Transportation.

• The port has partnered with EV Connect, a leading provider of charge-management solutions for electric vehicles, 
to provide the stations at the Clean Truck Programme Terminal Access Centre
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Ocean carriers plan to reduce capacity as demand falls
• Ocean carriers plan to ramp up blank sailings to counteract softer demand and declining volumes.
• Maersk, Matson and Zim reported in Q3 earnings that they are prepared to reduce capacity in the face of lower 

demand. Maersk has already taken out around 15% of capacity from Pacific and Asia-Europe trade lanes, CEO 
Søren Skou said this month.

• Matson foresees challenges over the next two quarters for the Transpacific trade lane as more shippers divert 
cargo away from the West Coast, according to Chairman and CEO Matthew Cox. “We expect more reductions and 
scheduled changes to meet the lower demand levels,” he said. 

• Demand has fallen significantly due to customers moving cargo away from the West Coast, Ali Ashraf, director of 
ocean product at C.H. Robinson told Supply Chain Dive in an email. Ashraf expects carriers to remove somewhere 
between 17% to 20% of capacity to the West Coast in Q4 to account for declining demand and lower rates.

• It is typical for carriers to remove capacity following the peak retail season. This year, however, peak season took 
place over the summer as retailers ordered earlier to avoid delays. As a result, “it’s likely we’ll see more blank 
sailings at this time than in past years, especially compared to the past two years,” Ashraf said. 

• Consulting firm Sea-Intelligence said in a Nov. 11 report, “The number of blank sailings have been ramped up 
drastically on the Transpacific.” Carriers added 34 blank sailings on Asia-North America West Coast, and 16 on Asia-
North America East Coast.

• Demand is a major factor in how ocean carriers allocate capacity. 
• Spot rates continue to sink. The mantra has been that carriers will “blank” (cancel) sailings to bring capacity in line 

with demand and stop the spot-rate bleeding, just as they did in the second quarter of 2020 amid COVID 
lockdowns. But isn’t it a different situation now? In Q2 2020, there was an incredible sense of urgency. There was 
an “end of the world” feeling at that time. Plus, carriers are now historically flush with cash. They face none of the 
bankruptcy risk they did two years ago. Do you believe carrier capacity management will play out the same way?

• Not only will carriers have to adjust to the current reductions in volume as they will face significant volume 
reductions in the coming quarters as well.

• This drop will affect land-based providers just as keenly.
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Major Chinese ports add over 100 new container shipping routes
• This year, China's major seaports are opening more than 100 new container shipping routes. The country's 

imports and exports may grow 6% in 2022 and some sources claim it is projected to hit a record high next year.
• Recently, a cargo vessel carrying 1,000 standard containers that departed from the port of Panjang, Indonesia 

docked at the Dalian port in Northeast China's Liaoning Province, marking the opening of the fourth route 
between Dalian and Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) countries.

• With annual shipping volume of above 500,000 tons, the shipping link will help boost exports of chemical and 
machinery products in Northeast China and imports of minerals and tropical fruits.

Perishable supply chain smoothing out somewhat
• Currently, the once very confused global supply chain is smoothing out somewhat. According to Chris Connell, 

senior vice president of perishables-North America, for Kuehne + Nagel’s subsidiary Commodity Forwarders, Inc., 
perishable cargoes that switched from ocean vessels to air freight are returning to sea transport. Also, space 
demands are slowly returning to pre-pandemic levels in many trade lanes.

• Some 18 months ago, major delays started at seaports, with labor shortages, long lines and trucking difficulties. 
That is why growers, packers, and shippers of perishable items had no choice but to put more traffic into air 
freight. But last summer, a “heavy pivot” from air freight back to sea freight occurred as ocean terminals became 
less congested and sailing schedules more reliable. 

• Connell said air cargo belly operators had their labor issues as well, with shortages of ground handling staff but 
that situation was “more compounded” with sea freight operators than air cargo.

New EU emission rules will cause major shipping lines to pass on additional costs
According to the major shipping lines, they will pass on the extra costs of compliance with the forthcoming EU 
Emissions Trading System. Maersk and MSC said they would pass on the full cost of €90 per ton of CO2 to customers. 
“We envisage adding the cost on our Far East to North Europe trade of €69/TEU for dry containers and €208 
($213.55)/FEU for reefer containers. North Europe to Asia, the cost would be €37/dry TEU and €110/reefer FEU.”
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Fires, inflation and climate change: global trends to watch in marine insurance
• Fire and explosion is now the most expensive driver of claims activity, overtaking                                           

sinking and collision. Mis-declared or non-declaration of dangerous cargos is                                                   
a common issue.

• Of AGCS’ analysis of more than 240,000 industry claims over the past five                                                    
years with an approximate value of 9.2 billion euros, fires accounted for 18%                                                
of the value of marine claims analyzed. The number of fires aboard large vessels                                                                          
has increased significantly in recent years, with a string of incidents involving cargo                                      
fires and explosions, which are difficult to extinguish and can easily lead to the                                           
total loss of a vessel, tragic loss of life and environmental damage. AGCS also                                              
noted a recent trend of threat posed by Lithium-ion batteries in electric vehicles or cargo that is not stored, handled 
or transported correctly. Li-ion battery and electric vehicle fires burn more ferociously, can be difficult to extinguish, 
and are capable of spontaneously reigniting hours or even days after they have been put out.

Putin Touts Russia’s ‘Arctic power’ with Launch of Nuclear Icebreakers
• President Vladimir Putin on Tuesday touted Russia’s Arctic power at a flag-raising ceremony and dock launch for two 

nuclear-powered icebreakers that will ensure year-round navigation in the Western Arctic.
• Presiding via video link from the Kremlin at the launch ceremony in the former imperial capital of St Petersburg in 

northern Russia, Putin said such icebreakers were of strategic importance for the country.
• “Both icebreakers were laid down as part of a large serial project and are part of our large-scale, systematic work to 

re-equip and replenish the domestic icebreaker fleet, to strengthen Russia’s status as a great Arctic power,” Putin 
said.

• The Arctic is taking on greater strategic significance due to climate change, as a shrinking ice cap opens new sea 
lanes. Vast oil and gas resources lie in Russia’s Arctic regions, including an LNG gas plant on the Yamal Peninsula.

• Comment – The West has literally fallen asleep on this issue with Russia now having more nuclear icebreakers then
the rest of the world combined, something we have included in these Updates for some years.
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UP to lift demurrage caps at seven inland terminals
Union Pacific Railroad will no longer cap storage fees at seven inland ramps beginning next week, citing declining import 
volumes on the West Coast that has restored more typical cargo flow.

Mobile’s breakbulk dockworkers to strike this week after talks halted
The Port of Mobile’s breakbulk dockworkers will go ahead with a strike against stevedoring firm CSA Equipment after a 
month-long cooling period failed to produce a new contract. 

LA-LB, NY-NJ at or near normal cargo fluidity: APM Terminals 
The cargo surge that began with the COVID-19 recovery in mid-2020 forced US ports to develop a new playbook to cope 
with the unprecedented port and inland supply chain congestion that resulted, according to APM Terminals.

Drought-stricken Mississippi disrupts northbound breakbulk cargo
Drought is keeping the Mississippi River at historically low water levels, tying up barge capacity and extending the 
southbound grain season.

Port volumes continue to grow strongly on North America's East Coast
• While North America West Coast port volumes have started to contract                                                         

sharply in 2022-Q3 (both Y/Y and on an annualized basis compared to 2019),                                                      
the same is not the case for the North America East Coast ports.

• As shown in the figure, the Y/Y laden inbound growth in 2022-Q3 was                                                             
between 4%-11%, and the annualized growth was between 7%-10%. Total                                                             
handling volumes also exhibited a similar growth trend, albeit shifted slightly                                              
downwards. There is also an increase in the laden export volumes, growing                                                    
Y/Y for four consecutive months in September, which shows that the carriers                                                  
are starting to clear out laden export backlog a little more. That said, empty                                               
exports are still growing at a rate of 17%-20% Y/Y, when annualized against 2019.
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FDA Sends Warning Letters for Youth-Appealing Vapor Products
• The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued warning letters to five firms for the unauthorized marketing of 15 

different electronic cigarette products.
• According to the agency, each vapor product is packaged to look like toys, food or cartoon characters, and is likely 

to promote use by youth. None of the manufacturers submitted a premarket tobacco product application for any of 
the unauthorized products. 

• The unauthorized products described in the warning letters include e-cigarettes that: 
o Are designed to look like toys and youth-appealing electronics like glow sticks, Nintendo Game Boy and 

walkie-talkies;
o Feature youth-appealing characters from TV shows, movies, and video game characters, including "The 

Simpsons," "Family Guy," "Squid Game," "Rick and Morty," "Minions," and "Baby Bus"; or
o Imitate foods like popsicles.

National Retail Solutions Teams With Uber to Support Independent Retailers
• National Retail Solutions' (NRS) nationwide network of participating independent retailers will be able to offer 

same-day delivery to customers through a new partnership with Uber Technologies Inc.
• As a part of the collaboration, NRS' network of operators can offer same-day delivery to customers by utilizing Uber 

Direct. The platform allows businesses to seamlessly own the customer experience end-to-end and handle on-
demand delivery orders. 

• NRS' point-of-sale (POS) network for independent retailers in the United States comprises more than 20,000 active 
terminals, operating in 17,000-plus stores. Deliveries will be provided at no cost to the NRS retailer when the 
purchases are made through the BR Club app.

• NYC Council Member Julie Menin, chair of the NYC SBC, applauded the partnership between NRS and Uber.
• "Bodegas and other small neighborhood stores are the backbone of every New York City community, Uber's 

partnership with NRS can provide relief by helping update critical technological systems and offering delivery that is 
free for the merchant." she said. 
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Face masks are back
• With three respiratory viruses circulating — COVID, flu and RSV (Respiratory syncytial virus) — this fall and winter are 

shaping up to be challenging from a public health perspective. Last week, federal health officials and several 
provinces began recommending face masks at indoor events, but so far these are only recommendations. Almost 
three years into a global pandemic, many people may feel tired of infection prevention measures, and may not 
welcome a return of masks.

China’s Covid-19 wave spurs tighter controls despite Beijing’s calls for ‘targeted’ measures
• China's escalating COVID-19 resurgence has spurred authorities and companies, including key iPhone manufacturer 

Foxconn, to ramp up measures to contain outbreaks, disrupting production and throwing business events into 
confusion.

• China reported on Monday 5,496 new locally transmitted COVID-19 cases for Nov. 6, the highest since May 2, when 
the country's commercial capital of Shanghai was put under a crushing lockdown amid its worst outbreak.

• Since October, disruptions to the world's second-largest economy have picked up pace across the country - from 
central Henan province to Guangdong in the south - as Omicron infections spread.

• Taiwan-based Foxconn said late on Sunday it would implement new COVID-19 measures at its plant in Zhengzhou, 
including implementing a system which would involve moving all working employees into three dormitories.

• Zhengzhou, the provincial capital of Henan, reported 297 new local COVID-19 cases for Nov. 6, the highest in five 
days, as the city of nearly 13 million scrambled to contain its worst outbreak in months while keeping its economy on 
an even keel.

• Foxconn, whose production of Apple Inc's (AAPL.O) iPhone 14 models at its Zhenghou plant has been affected due to 
its curbs, said in a statement on the WeChat account of its Zhengzhou plant that employees would be required to 
follow a "point-to-point" system where they can only move between their dormitory and factory area.

• Eight other dormitories will only allow workers to enter, not exit.
• The curbs were being implemented at the request of the government, it said. While several events in China have 

been cancelled or postponed amid the rising cases, some organisers have continued to press ahead.
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A drug shortage created by TikTok and more supply chain updates
• Ozempic, a prescription drug intended to help people with diabetes and help with long-term weight management, is 

experiencing shortages because of its popularization as a weight loss drug on TikTok. The drug was popularized by 
celebrities on the app, leaving people who need the medication to manage diabetes unable to find it.

• The American Red Cross issued a warning about a severe flu season hindering blood supply, multiple states, 
including Hawaii and Georgia, are facing critical shortages. 

• SafeSource Direct's chemo-rated nitrile gloves were given 510(k) clearance by the FDA. The company has the 
potential to manufacture 108,000 gloves per hour, and by January 2024 the company plans to be able to produce 
more than 2 billion gloves per year.

• GE Healthcare invested $80 million into its supply plant in Lindesnes, Norway, in an effort to increase its contrast 
media production by 30 percent.

• Mark Cuban shared his planned next steps for his growing pharmacy, the Mark Cuban Cost Plus Drug Co., which has 
its sights set on disrupting the pharmaceutical industry.

• In response to a surge in pediatric hospitalizations, pediatric healthcare groups urged Medicaid agencies to mitigate 
supply and drug shortages; prioritize rental and excess equipment to pediatric providers; and provide pediatric 
providers with visibility into supplies and equipment in the national stockpile.

• Many hospitals and health systems are on course for their worst financial year in decades, and more hospital 
closures and bankruptcies could be possible next year, according to recent reports on the state of hospital finances 
in the U.S.

• Six drugmakers have reported short supply of oseltamivir, a common flu drug, leading to shortages in pharmacies 
across the nation. Some companies expect supply to return to normal in late November, while others could not 
determine a resupply date.

• With geopolitical concerns hitting the supply chain, nearly two-thirds of U.S.-based manufacturers plan to freeze 
wages and recruitment efforts. To offset rising supply chain costs, 50 percent of the surveyed companies said job 
cuts would be next, and 46 percent said they would increase their prices.
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Popular anti-inflammatories linked to worse osteoarthritis progression
• New data presented at the Radiological Society of North America's annual meeting suggests long-term use of non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS), such as naproxen or ibuprofen, can be associated with hastened 
progression of osteoarthritis symptoms. The researchers are cautious to stress the link is still observational and more 
work needs to be done to understand how these drugs could be linked to worsening arthritis inflammation.

• The new research, led by Johanna Luitjens from the University of California, San Francisco, focused on the 
association between long-term NSAID use and an arthritis symptom called synovitis. The synovial membrane is the 
connective tissue that lines joints like our knees or wrists, and synovitis is when that membrane becomes irritated 
and inflamed.

• “Synovitis mediates development and progression of osteoarthritis and may be a therapeutic target,” explained 
Luitjens. “Therefore, the goal of our study was to analyze whether NSAID treatment influences the development or 
progression of synovitis and to investigate whether cartilage imaging biomarkers, which reflect changes in 
osteoarthritis, are impacted by NSAID treatment.”

• The researchers recruited over 1,000 subjects with moderate to severe osteoarthritis of the knee. Around one-
quarter of the cohort received sustained NSAID therapy for over a year, while the remaining participants were not 
treated with the common painkillers. Each participant completed a knee MRI at the beginning of the study, and 
again four years later.

• Evaluating a variety of MRI biomarkers of synovitis the researchers saw no long-term benefits from NSAID use over 
the four-year study period. In fact, markers of joint inflammation were unexpectedly worse in the NSAID group at 
the end of the study, compared to those not taking the anti-inflammatory drugs.

• Luitjens is careful to avoid suggesting NSAIDs are directly contributing to the worsening of synovitis over time. She 
says it is possible the anti-inflammatory effects of these drugs are not directly making the condition worse but 
instead, those taking these painkillers could simply be moving more and hastening the progression of their 
condition. "… patients who have synovitis and are taking pain-relieving medications may be physically more active 
due to pain relief, which could potentially lead to worsening of synovitis, although we adjusted for physical activity in 
our model," added Luitjens.
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Stopping the Money Changers at Travelex
• On New Year’s Eve 2019, the London-based company Travelex fell victim to ransomware deployed by the Sodinokibi 

gang. Travelex, a currency exchange company that operates in 26 countries, found that its core services were 
severely impacted, backups were deleted, and 5GB of operational data was downloaded and encrypted. The 
attackers demanded a ransom of $6 million to provide a decryption key and delete the downloaded data.

• Travelex negotiated with the attackers for several weeks and finally agreed to pay $2.3 million in cryptocurrency to 
reclaim its data and receive assurance its data would not be publicly released.

• After paying the ransom, Travelex was able to resume its core operations by the end of January 2020 and return to 
full operation in February 2020.

• Ransomware poses a serious problem, but it isn’t an invincible type of malware. Understanding how ransomware 
works can lead to practices and controls that prevent most ransomware attacks from succeeding. In this section, 
you find out about some of the vulnerabilities that exist in the ransomware attack plan.

• Ransomware depends on the ability to run a malicious program on a victim’s computer. There are several ways to 
get the ransomware executable to a victim. The most popular methods are to trick a user into opening a malicious 
link, navigate to a malicious website, or attach an infected device.

• By far the most common way for ransomware to infect a computer is for the user to take some action that runs the 
malicious code. While most users won’t deliberately run malicious code on their computers, it isn’t hard to trick 
users into innocently doing the attacker’s dirty work. Convincing an authorized user to carry out an action for an 
unauthorized person is called social engineering.

• Most people are vulnerable to social engineering because they want to be helpful, are interested in free stuff, and 
don’t want to get into trouble. Attackers know that they can leverage one or more of these user desires. That’s why 
many ransomware infections start with an unsuspecting user clicking a link on a website or in an email that helps 
someone out (“Click here to donate to a worthy charity”), satisfies their curiosity (“Click here to claim your cash”), 
or avoids getting into trouble (“Click here to change your password”).

• Ransomware doesn’t always require a user to click a link. Another type of attack consists of dropping infected USB 
keys at physical locations where people are likely to notice them. 
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World’s deepest hole digger could unlock enough geothermal energy to power the world
• A machine capable of digging the world’s deepest hole could potentially unlock enough renewable energy to power 

the entire planet, according to its creators.
• US-based Quaise Energy is developing a drilling rig that it hopes will reach 16km (10 miles) beneath the Earth’s 

surface in order to tap “inexhaustible clean energy” from geothermal heat in the crust.
• “The total energy content of the heat stored underground exceeds our annual energy demand as a planet by a factor 

of a billion,” Matt Houde, co-founder of Quaise Energy,                    said at TedX Boston last week.
• “Tapping into a fraction of that is                                                                                more than enough to meet our energy 

needs for the foreseeable future”
• The current record for the                                                                                                   world’s deepest hole is the 

Kola borehole in the Arctic                                                                                                  Circle, which measures 12.2km 
deep. It took the USSR more                                                                                                  than two decades to drill but 
was abandoned following                                                                                                      collapse of the Soviet Union.

• The difficulties of drilling at                                                                                              those depths have meant 
tapping deep geothermal                                                                                                      energy at scale has so far 
proved impossible.

• After boring through softer rock                                                                                           closer to the surface, Quaise Energy 
replaces traditional drill bits with                                                                                      millimeter wave energy that melts 
and vaporizes the harder rocks it                                                                                   encounters.

• Several obstacles remain before record                                                                    depths can be reached, notably the 
challenge of removing the ash from the borehole once the rock has been vaporized.

• “Our current plan is to drill the first holes in the field in the next few years,” said Houde.
• “And while we continue to advance the technology to drill deeper, we will also explore our first commercial 

geothermal projects in shallower settings.”
• If successful Quaise Energy claims that any country on Earth could potentially become energy independent. The firm 

has already raised more than $63 million to commercialize the technology.
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US Wants Trucks and Buses to Be All-Electric by 2040
• The US has signed on to an effort to achieve 100% zero-emission bus and                                                         

truck sales by the year 2040, in a move announced at the COP27                                                               
climate summit in Egypt last week. The non-binding Global                                                                       
Memorandum of Understanding (Global MOU) on Zero-Emission                                                                       
Medium-and Heavy-Duty Vehicles charts a path toward an                                                                          
electric and hydrogen-powered future for segments that                                                                          
have received relatively little attention in the past decade,                                                                
even as interest in consumer EVs has grown.

• A total of 16 other countries signed the MoU, including                                                                      
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Uruguay, Turkey,                                                                       
Austria, Canada, and others.

• Is the 2040 zero-emission goal for trucks and buses                                                                             
attainable?

• Over the past three years a number of truck makers have                                                                                                            
rolled out battery-electric trucks, as have a number of bus                                                                                             
manufacturers. But quite a bit still depends on ZEV truck and bus purchases                                                  
by end users, as well as the creation of charging infrastructure specific to long-haul trucks.

• Just over the past year we've seen a surprising number of debuts from Mercedes-Benz, Volvo and a handful of other 
truck makers, including the eActros LongHaul, that are trying to make long-distance EV trucking a reality. But even 
the manufacturers themselves acknowledge the types of routes served by trucks matter quite a bit at this stage, as 
fleets have to invest in charging infrastructure at both end points. Daily routes of a couple hundred miles by heavy-
duty EV trucks are possible at the moment, and they are being planned by fleet operators between ports and 
warehouses, allowing for a predictable charging schedule.

• The situation with buses is a bit more complex stateside. Unlike Europe and a number of other regions, the US had 
not invested heavily in trolley-buses or battery-electric buses, and offerings from manufacturers remain modest.
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